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I.   INTRODUCTION 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. My name is John J. Reed.  My business address is 293 Boston Post Road West, 3 

Suite 500, Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752. 4 

Q. By whom are you employed and what is your position? 5 

A.  I am the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Concentric Energy Advisors, 6 

Inc. (Concentric).   7 

Q. Please describe your duties and responsibilities in that position. 8 

A. Concentric is an economic advisory and management consulting firm, 9 

headquartered in Marlborough, Massachusetts, which provides economic and 10 

financial services relating to energy industry transactions, energy market analysis, 11 

litigation, and regulatory support. 12 

Q. Please describe your background and professional experience. 13 

A. I have more than 30 years of experience in the energy industry, having served as 14 

an executive in energy consulting firms, including the position of Co-Chief 15 

Executive Officer of the largest publicly-traded management consulting firm in 16 

the U.S., and as Chief Economist for the largest gas utility in the U.S.  I have 17 

provided expert testimony on a wide variety of economic and financial issues 18 

related to the energy and utility industry on numerous occasions before 19 

administrative agencies, utility commissions, courts, arbitration panels, and 20 

elected bodies across North America.  A copy of my Curriculum Vitae is included 21 

as QGC Exhibit 4.1.  A list of prior proceedings in which I have provided 22 

testimony is included as QGC Exhibit 4.2. 23 

Q. Have you previously provided expert testimony? 24 

A. Yes.  I have provided expert testimony in dozens of jurisdictions in the United 25 

States and Canada. 26 
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Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits in this case?  27 

A. Yes.  I am sponsoring QGC Exhibits 4.1 through QGC Exhibits 4.6, which are: 28 

• QGC Exhibit -4.1 – Curriculum Vitae of John J. Reed 29 

• QGC Exhibit -4.2 – Testimony of John J. Reed 1995 – 2007  30 

• QGC Exhibit -4.3 –Situational Assessment – Performance Challenges 31 

• QGC Exhibit -4.4– Individual 2006 Performance Measures 32 

• QGC Exhibit -4.5– Sum of Merit Order Rankings 2002-2006 33 

• QGC Exhibit–4.6–Time Series of Individual Performance Metrics 34 

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying in this proceeding? 35 
A. I have been asked by Questar Gas Company (“Questar Gas” or the “Company”) 36 

to assess the Company’s performance in controlling costs and keeping rates to its 37 

customers as reasonable as possible, and to address the regulatory policy issues 38 

related to recognizing that performance when setting return on equity (“ROE”).   39 

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony? 40 

A. My testimony provides an assessment of Questar Gas’ achievements in meeting 41 

its obligation to provide reliable gas service to retail customers at a reasonable 42 

cost, while maintaining a high level of service to customers. In addition, I 43 

evaluate how well the Company has fulfilled state policy objectives for efficient 44 

operations and discuss the regulatory policy issues and precedent for setting ROE 45 

in light of a utility’s performance.  46 

Q. Would you please summarize your approach to assessing the Company’s 47 

performance?  48 

A. Certainly.  Providing reliable integrated retail gas service involves a complex 49 

array of infrastructure, commodity supply agreements, general corporate services, 50 

customer services and financial resources. Assessing whether a particular 51 

company and its management team have successfully achieved both its service 52 
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and just and reasonable cost obligations involves an evaluation of its economic 53 

efficiency. Economic efficiency can be measured both in terms of current cost 54 

diagnostics and trends displayed over time.  In addition, one must ascertain 55 

whether any cost improvements that may have been achieved were done at a cost 56 

of reducing customer service.  One final element to consider is a company’s 57 

responsiveness to regulatory policy objectives in the states in which it operates.  I 58 

have considered all of these aspects of Questar Gas’ performance and, where 59 

possible, measured and quantified the associated customer benefit.  I have 60 

measured the Company’s performance relative to industry norms to the extent 61 

possible.  62 

Q. How did you go about assessing Questar Gas’ achievements in meeting its 63 

economic efficiency goals such that they are consistent with regulatory 64 

initiatives and policy?  65 

A. I generally relied on two means of determining the Company’s success.  First, I 66 

made an assessment of its overall performance in meeting its utility obligation to 67 

provide reliable service at just and reasonable prices by reviewing metrics that 68 

reflect both its costs and cost effectiveness in serving its customers.  Second, I 69 

reviewed the Company’s programs established to meet the objectives of its 70 

regulators.  These objectives include providing low-cost, reliable natural gas 71 

service to customers, increasing and inducing conservation and resolving key 72 

operational challenges such as infrastructure replacement, back office systems 73 

replacement and improving customer service.   74 

 One means of measuring the cost effectiveness of the Company’s performance is 75 

to do so through comparisons to other similar companies through benchmarking.  76 

Benchmarking offers a view into utility performance and an analytical framework 77 

to measure key indicators that affect overall costs and performance. 78 

Benchmarking offers a “top-down” means of assessing performance in lieu of a 79 

“bottom-up,” granular review of line-item expenses and attempting to second 80 

guess economic choices or combinations of choices.  The benchmarking results 81 
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presented herein are designed to isolate economic efficiency metrics and the 82 

trended performance of the Company.  83 

To round out my assessment I have looked beyond the benchmarking measures, 84 

and evaluated Questar Gas’ actions from the perspective of industry norms and 85 

regulatory policy.  Taken together the quantitative benchmarking and the 86 

qualitative assessment of performance inform my assessment of the Company and 87 

its performance.  Finally, I consider the means of recognizing superior 88 

performance within the regulated utility construct, in particular as it relates to 89 

setting Questar Gas’ allowed ROE.  90 

 The balance of my testimony is organized in the following sections: 91 

II. Executive Summary 92 
III. Benchmarking Process 93 
IV. Benchmarking Results – Questar Gas’ Performance 94 
V. Corporate Performance 95 

VI. Regulatory Construct and Policy Review 96 
VII. Conclusion 97 

II.   EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 98 

Q. Would you please summarize the key elements of your testimony? 99 

A. Certainly.  My review of Questar Gas’ performance has demonstrated that the 100 

Company has out-performed similarly sized companies across an array of 101 

financial metrics.  It has achieved this result in spite of the fact that it is not 102 

particularly advantaged by the exogenous factors that are known to have an 103 

impact on efficiency.  Questar Gas does not enjoy temperate weather, its 104 

customers are not located in densely populated areas, its system is aging and its 105 

credit rating, while strong, is mid-tier compared to other similarly sized 106 

companies. The Company’s commitment to providing efficient operations and 107 

strong financial performance has resulted in significant customer benefits. In 2006 108 

alone, Questar Gas provided customer benefits in excess of $300 million when 109 
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compared to the average costs for those same services provided by the 110 

comparables group. 111 

 Within the context of setting the Company’s ROE, it is appropriate to consider its 112 

financial efficiency, customer service and the level of customer benefits resulting 113 

from that performance. The customer benefits from Questar Gas’ superior 114 

performance are clear and substantial.  The value differential at issue within the 115 

reasonable range of cost of equity estimate is relatively small compared to the 116 

customer benefits produced by Questar Gas’ superior performance.  It is 117 

consistent with both cost-based regulation and the long-standing latitude of 118 

regulators to recognize low-cost efficient service in setting an appropriate return.  119 

Based on my benchmarking results, I urge the Commission to authorize an ROE 120 

at the top end of the reasonable range of ROE presented by Mr. Hevert. 121 

III.   BENCHMARKING PROCESS 122 

Q. How did you determine the process for evaluating Questar Gas’ economic 123 

efficiency? 124 

A. As mentioned above, the complexities of the issues and options involved in cost-125 

effectively and reliably serving customers make a line-by-line cost assessment 126 

unwieldy. Benchmarking against similar companies in the industry enables one to 127 

assess more easily whether Questar Gas has been more or less effective than other 128 

utilities in controlling similar costs when faced with similar challenges. 129 

Q. What was your objective in developing the financial metrics that you 130 

assessed?  131 

A. I focused on three key questions that I wanted the benchmarking data to answer.  132 

Specifically,  1) How do the prices that Questar Gas’ customers pay compare to 133 

those paid by similarly situated customers? 2) Is Questar Gas effective at 134 

managing controllable costs? and 3) Are there other factors that explain Questar 135 

Gas’ cost performance relative to its peers?  Accordingly, the data measures the 136 

pure level of rates and assess various economic efficiency measures.  Where 137 
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possible, I have quantified the benefit to customers of Questar Gas’ superior 138 

performance.  In addition, outside of these traditional economic benchmarks, I 139 

have confirmed that Questar Gas continues to maintain its strong record of 140 

customer satisfaction and customer service levels to ensure that efficiency 141 

improvements are not gained by sacrificing service. 142 

Q.  How did you select the companies to include in your benchmarking study?  143 

A.  My objective in determining the sample set of natural gas distribution companies 144 

was to achieve the largest group for which consistent data were available and 145 

which were, broadly speaking, operationally similar to Questar Gas.  I refer to this 146 

group as the “comparables group.”  For purposes of assessing management 147 

performance, it was important to select companies with opportunities for 148 

operational and economic efficiency that are comparable to Questar Gas’. 149 

Accordingly, we screened out of the available data set companies with a number 150 

of customers that was more than +/- 35% of Questar Gas in 2006 and which have 151 

a credit/debt rating within three notches of Questar Gas. 152 

This screen provided us with 19 other companies to use as comparative 153 

benchmarks. 154 

Q. Is the comparables group you rely on similar to the proxy group used by Mr. 155 

Hevert? 156 

A. The two groups differ in so far as the focus and demands of our respective 157 

analyses differ.  Mr. Hevert’s group necessarily requires publically traded 158 

companies, whereas my focus is on similarly sized local distribution companies, 159 

for operational comparison, many of which are part of a larger integrated utility 160 

holding company, and do not have publically traded stock on their own. 161 

Q.  What are the implications of your analysis including companies outside of 162 

the peer group relied on by Mr. Hevert? 163 

A.  It does not affect the relevance of my results as compared to his.  We each 164 

developed the largest set of data inputs for the attributes we needed to measure.  165 
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Simply put, his group is appropriate for cost of capital and mine is appropriate for 166 

cost benchmarking.   167 

Q. Why did you focus on number of customers and relative credit/debt rating as 168 

the key measures for refining your comparables group?  169 

A. The purpose of this benchmarking analysis is to develop a meaningful comparison 170 

of the Company’s costs and economic metrics that are indicative of utility 171 

performance.  Many of the challenges and opportunities for a company are a 172 

function of its size.  The efficiencies and economies of scale available to one 173 

company are simply not the same as those of a company that is either one half its 174 

size or one that is twice its size.  Since my focus is on controllable economic 175 

efficiencies, relative size is an important attribute.  The second screening 176 

mechanism I applied was debt/credit rating; the comparables group includes all 177 

the companies for which data were available that were within three notches of 178 

Questar Gas’ A- rating.  As with size, this criterion helps develop a group that is 179 

viewed by the market as similar to Questar Gas.  Companies with extremely poor 180 

credit ratings typically face pressures on capital availability that limit their 181 

opportunities for operational improvement, while companies with significantly 182 

higher debt ratings have a cost of debt advantage that enables them to have more 183 

competitive rates. 184 

Q.  What period of time did you analyze for trending improvements and other 185 

changes?  186 

A. While I have relied heavily on 2006 data (the most recent year available), for 187 

those measures that look at changes in performance over time I present a five year 188 

review which encompasses 2002 through 2006, inclusive.  There have been 189 

significant changes in the gas market over the past five years in terms of local 190 

distribution company (LDC) and pipeline mergers, commodity price escalation 191 

and the recovery from the market collapse in the wake of Enron’s insolvency.  192 

Because of these anomalies, I do not consider additional history to be helpful in 193 

assessing company performance.   194 
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Q. What data sources did you rely on for the benchmarks you are presenting? 195 

A. There was no single source that provided data for a consistent and sufficient 196 

group of companies.  Concentric compiled data from various sources, including 197 

Securities and Exchange Commission filings, as well as LDC data filed with state 198 

regulatory Commissions (as reported by SNL Financial).1  These data were then 199 

supplemented with additional metrics using reports from the U.S. Department of 200 

Transportation, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (“NOAA”) 201 

and financial ratings information sourced from Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s.  202 

For data that are sourced from balance sheet entries, and hence reflect year-end 203 

values, I used an average value from the preceding year end and current year end 204 

to more closely estimate an annual value. 205 

Q. Please describe the process you used to develop these benchmarks. 206 

A. I developed merit order benchmarking results for both operational and economic 207 

performance of the companies in the comparables group.  These generally 208 

measure the level of cost input per unit of “output,” such as customer service 209 

expense per customer, or O&M expense per dekatherm (Dth).  These cost 210 

diagnostics are presented individually by rank or merit order, with the lowest cost 211 

per unit of output being ranked number 1.  In order to develop an “overall” 212 

assessment based on rank order, I took an average of all the rank order values and 213 

developed a merit order based on those averages.  This approach shows Questar 214 

Gas’ relative overall merit order.  In addition, I conducted a simple “situational 215 

assessment” which used that same method to rank the level of challenges to 216 

performance that different companies face in order to put the benchmarking 217 

results in context. 218 

 Q.  How did you select the specific corporate performance metrics for merit 219 

order benchmarking that are presented in your testimony? 220 

A.  The merit order metrics are designed to provide a meaningful view of economic 221 

efficiency in terms of corporate efficiency, both in terms of costs per customer 222 

                                                 
1 www.snl.com 
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and cost per Dth of gas.  These values offer insight into each company’s 223 

performance.  The specific benchmarks presented include: 224 

• System Average Sales rate; 225 

• Average Residential Sales rate; 226 

• Operating and Maintenance expenses, including subcategories such as 227 
administrative and general, salaries and wages; and  228 

• Capital Efficiency metrics, such as net plant per mile of main, capital 229 
expenditures per new customer and customers per employee. 230 

Each of these categories of data offers an insight into the Company’s relative 231 

efficiency.  232 

Q.  Does the performance merit order ranking give a complete understanding of 233 

how companies compare to each other? 234 

A.  No, almost no single benchmarking mechanism does.  Even putting aside unique 235 

internal corporate drivers for performance there are a number of other factors that 236 

affect a company’s costs and relative performance metrics. 237 

Q.  How did you approach looking at factors other than economic performance? 238 

A.  In a few ways.  First, to gain insight into the relative challenges and opportunities 239 

different companies faced, I assessed the relative severity of various exogenous 240 

factors.  This “situational assessment” provides a company’s absolute value on an 241 

individual metric as well as its rank order in the comparables group.  As an 242 

example, customer density (the number of customers per mile of main) is likely to 243 

affect operations and maintenance expense per customer.  A system with widely 244 

dispersed customers understandably requires more miles of main to serve each 245 

customer and hence would be expected to have a higher cost associated with that 246 

increased infrastructure per customer.  Similarly companies experiencing 247 

significant growth or loss of load, or more severe weather conditions might also 248 

be expected to have benchmarking results which are less favorable.  The 249 
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situational assessment evaluates these types of challenges to economic 250 

performance and ranks the comparable companies on each metric.  251 

 In addition to developing the situational assessment, I interviewed Questar Gas’ 252 

staff and reviewed the Company’s customer service survey results to ensure that 253 

service levels have been maintained and that any improvements in costs were not 254 

achieved by reducing service.  I note, however, that I was not able to make this 255 

same observation for the other companies in the comparables group and those 256 

companies are simply assumed to have maintained their historic customer service 257 

levels.  258 

IV.   BENCHMARKING RESULTS – QUESTAR GAS’ PERFORMANCE 259 

SITUATIONAL ASSESSMENT – PERFORMANCE CHALLENGES 260 

Q.  Before presenting the economic benchmarking results, would you describe 261 

the results of the situational assessment? 262 

A. Yes.  The results of this assessment are provided in QGC Exhibit 4.3; Page 2 of 263 

that exhibit shows the rank order of each of the companies for each metric, as well 264 

as an overall score in the far right column based on the average rank.  These 265 

metrics generally provide insight regarding the operational challenges that the 266 

various companies face that could be expected to adversely affect cost. In this 267 

situational assessment a ranking of 1 indicates the company with the highest level 268 

of challenge related to economic efficiency for a particular measure. 269 

Q. Would you please identify the exogenous factors you assessed and describe 270 

how each affects a distribution company’s ability to keep costs low? 271 

A. I looked at seven different factors that create challenges to operational and 272 

corporate performance.  The following is a summary of each of them: 273 

• Heating Degree Days (“HDD”), which measures the variance from 65ºF in 274 

ambient temperature for a distribution company, is an indicator of the 275 

weather-related challenges a company may face.  This has a particular 276 

impact on load factor and peaking supply needs.  Companies with higher 277 
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HDD values are more challenged than others.  The HDD values presented 278 

for all companies other than Questar Gas, are load-weighted estimates 279 

based on state-wide HDD NOAA data for the states in which the LDCs 280 

operate.  For Questar Gas, its actual HDD value for 2006 is used.  This is 281 

based on NOAA data for the specific weather stations closest to Questar 282 

Gas’ load centers.2  In this category, Wisconsin Gas LLC ranks 1st, with 283 

an HDD value of 6,861, whereas Questar Gas ranks 5th out of the 20 284 

comparable companies. 285 

• Customer Growth from 2005 to 2006 reflects the change in the total 286 

number of customers on each company’s system.  While growth is 287 

generally positive, a high level of change in the number of customers 288 

(either positive or negative) presents challenges for managing system 289 

infrastructure as well as commodity contracting.  The ranks in QGC 290 

Exhibit 4.3 are based on the absolute value of the level of change.  In this 291 

category Puget Sound Energy ranks 1st, having experienced 4.4% growth.  292 

Questar Gas’ is 2nd with 4.05% growth in that same period.  I note that 293 

Questar’s growth has been relatively constant throughout the study period 294 

and in the 2002 through 2006 period the Company has had 13.6% total 295 

growth in customers. 296 

• Accumulated provision for depreciation as a percentage of gross plant 297 

gives a general sense of system age.  These data were not reported for all 298 

companies in the comparables group.  Questar Gas was in the middle of 299 

the pack.  It ranked 7th out of 16 and was one of five companies that were 300 

within one percentage point of each other.  Higher proportionate 301 

depreciation, or older systems, are viewed as more challenged. 302 

• Commercial and Industrial (“C&I”) throughput as a percentage of total 303 

throughput indicates the risk of loss that a company faces if a large 304 

                                                 
2 http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/cdus/degree_days/ 
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percentage of its customers are of sufficient size that they may leave or 305 

bypass the system.  In this case, Questar Gas’ relatively modest level of 306 

C&I load is an advantage.  The Company is ranked 16th with 54% of its 307 

throughput to C&I customers.  I note that there are three other companies 308 

within 3% of Questar Gas. 309 

• Customer density, measured in terms of number of customers per mile of 310 

main, can also be a means of assessing economic challenges to a system.  311 

Less dense systems require more infrastructure per customer and, as such, 312 

can be more expensive to operate.  That being said, I acknowledge very 313 

dense urban systems may also face operational issues, but in general a 314 

higher level of density is viewed as an advantage.  Questar Gas is in the 315 

upper half of the comparables group, ranking 7th out of 20, which indicates 316 

a relatively less dense system and a relatively greater cost challenge. 317 

• Change in residential sales use per customer over the study period 2002-318 

2006 shows the declining use challenges that the comparables group face.    319 

These data were only available for 15 of the companies in the comparables 320 

group.  Questar Gas ranked 1st, having experienced a 32% decline in 321 

residential use per customer on average.  The second ranked company 322 

experienced a 23% decline and Consolidated Edison, which ranked as 323 

least challenged, has actually seen an increase in use per customer over 324 

that same period. 325 

• Credit rating is also included as a means of capturing access to capital for 326 

various companies.  Concentric used the ratings for corporate bonds from 327 

Standard and Poor’s for the distribution companies in the comparables 328 

group to measure credit rating at the operating company level.  Since 329 

multiple companies can have the same rating, the rankings have duplicate 330 

stepped values.  Questar Gas ranks 9th on this metric, indicating that eight 331 

companies are more challenged, e.g. have a lower bond rating, than 332 
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Questar Gas.  There are six companies in the comparables group that have 333 

superior bond ratings and Questar is one of six companies that hold an A- 334 

rating.  While Questar Gas enjoys strong credit, it is not particularly 335 

advantaged relative to the comparables group, and in fact less than half of 336 

the comparables group have more challenging credit issues. 337 

Q. How would you summarize the situational assessment? 338 

A. First, it is important to keep this assessment in context.  I offer these metrics as a 339 

means of “getting the lay of the land” in understanding the financial performance 340 

metrics.  This is not a perfect means of capturing all the challenges or advantages 341 

of the companies in the comparables group.  For example, San Diego Gas and 342 

Electric has a similar number of customers to Questar Gas and passed the credit 343 

screen.  It is, however, part of Sempra, which through its various affiliates 344 

including, Southern California Gas, serves over 4 million distribution customers.  345 

While only a high-level snapshot, these data indicate that Questar Gas is one of 346 

the three most “challenged” companies within the comparables group, as shown 347 

on QGC Exhibit 4.3, Page 2 of 2.  Questar Gas’ weather intensity, customer 348 

growth, system age, and population density all contribute to this conclusion and 349 

suggest that it may have a valid reason for having some cost metrics that are more 350 

expensive than its peers.   351 

FINANCIAL BENCHMARKING RESULTS 352 

Q.  What is your assessment of Questar Gas relative to its peers? 353 

A.  Questar Gas is a top performer among the comparables group.  Across almost all 354 

economic performance-based metrics Questar Gas is in the most efficient half of 355 

the comparables group, and, in most, the Company ranks in the top quartile.  356 

While Questar Gas ranks in the first spot only in a couple of instances, the 357 

combined effect of being a top performer across so many variables results in 358 

Questar Gas ranking first, on an aggregate basis, among these 20 companies in 359 

2006. (See QGC Exhibit 4.5, Page 1.)  The fact that Questar Gas faces greater 360 
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operational challenges than most of these other companies heightens this 361 

achievement.   362 

The financial and operating performance benchmark metrics for 2006 are 363 

presented individually in QGC Exhibit 4.4.  This exhibit provides the value for 364 

that metric for each company in the comparables group, shows the merit order 365 

rank (ranking 1 is the best result) and depicts those results in a chart.   Also 366 

presented, and depicted in QGC Exhibit 4.5, is Questar Gas’ performance on each 367 

metric during the study period of 2002-2006.  In each of the time series charts in 368 

QGC Exhibit 4.6, Questar Gas’ specific performance is plotted against the mean 369 

value for the balance of the comparables group. 370 

Q. How would you summarize Questar Gas’ performance on the financial and 371 

operating metrics? 372 

A. The following table, shows the summarized results of the merit order rankings for 373 

each metric presented in QGC Exhibit 4.4.  The table is organized with 12 374 

financial efficiency metrics listed first, and eight (8) operational metrics listed on 375 

the lower portion of the table. Questar Gas is a top quartile performer in 12 of the 376 

20 metrics; eight (8) out of 12 of those are financial and four (4) of eight (8) 377 

reflect operations.  Questar Gas is in the top half of the comparables group on all 378 

metrics.  379 

380 
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Table 1 381 

2006 Performance Metrics Questar Rank Quartile No. of 
Companies

System Average Rate 4 1st 20
Residential Average Rate 1 1st 19
Purchased Gas Cost / Dth 2 1st 18
Gross Margin / Dth 4 1st 18
Distribution O&M / Customer 8 2nd 20
Distribution O&M / Dth 7 2nd 20
A&G Expense / Customer 4 1st 20
A&G Expense / Dth 6 2nd 20
Customer Expense* / Customer 2 1st 20
Customer Expense* / Dth 4 1st 20
Net Income / Customer 5 1st 20
Net Income / Dth 7 2nd 20
Uncollectible Accounts Expense / Customer 7 2nd 18
Uncollectible Accounts Expense / Dth 7 2nd 20
Salaries, Wages, Pensions, and Benefits / Employee 3 1st 14
Customers / Employee 7 2nd 17
Employee / Mile of Main 4 1st 17
Capital Expenditure / New Customer 1 1st 12
Net Plant / Mile of Main 6 2nd 16
Distribution O&M / Mile of Main 5 1st 20
Note:  Customer Expense includes Sales, Customer Accounts and Customer Service Expenses
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Q.  Are there specific results you would like to highlight? 383 

A. Yes.  While all of the measures are important in terms of assessing company 384 

performance, at the end of the day the focus is often on the end result, generally 385 

considered to be reflected in price per unit of service.  In this case, the results of 386 

the Company’s efforts are clear in both the system average rate and the average 387 

residential rate.  Virtually every other measure of performance in this 388 

benchmarking study helps to identify particular areas of strength which explain 389 

how the Company is able to achieve its strong results. It is notable that Questar 390 

Gas ranks in first place on residential average rate, and the next closest company 391 

in the comparable group has an average residential rate that was $1.38/Dth higher 392 

than Questar Gas in 2006.  This is a significant achievement.  393 

Q. Have you developed an overall assessment of the financial and operational 394 

performance benchmarks? 395 
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A. I have.  Exhibit 4.5 summarizes the merit order rankings for each year from 2002 396 

to 2006.  As with the situational assessment, these tables reflect the ranking for 397 

each company by individual performance metric.  In addition, in the right hand 398 

columns, these tables provide for each company an average of the ranks it 399 

achieved across the various metrics and a merit order rank of those averages 400 

across all of the companies.3  For example, QGC Exhibit 4.5, Page 5 indicates 401 

that Questar Gas’ average rank across all metrics in 2002 was 4.5 and on that 402 

basis it was third in overall merit order in the comparables group.  QGC Exhibit 403 

4.5, Page 1 indicates that for 2006, Questar Gas’ average score across all metrics 404 

was 4.7, and it ranks first in overall merit order among the comparables group in 405 

2006.  406 

Q. Which metrics provide the best indication of Questar Gas’ overall  economic 407 

performance relative to the comparables group? 408 

A. The Company’s overall performance is reflected in the low rates it charges its 409 

customers, its low purchased gas costs, and its low gross margin per Dth.   410 

• Questar Gas’ system average sales rate in 2006 was $9.55/Dth, which 411 

ranks 4th in the comparables group.  (QGC Exhibit 4.4, Page 1) 412 

• Looking at 2006 residential average sales rates (QGC Exhibit 4.4, Page 2), 413 

Questar Gas ranks 1st by a margin of $1.38/Dth. 414 

• For purchased gas costs (QGC Exhibit 4.4, Page 3), the Company ranks 415 

2nd, with San Diego Gas and Electric, an affiliate of Sempra Energy, 416 

coming in 1st.  Questar Gas’ purchased gas cost is $0.62/Dth lower then 417 

Texas Gas Service which ranks 3rd. This metric for Questar Gas includes 418 

both purchases from third parties as well as the Company-owned 419 

production it has available under its contract with Wexpro Company, an 420 

exploration and development affiliate of Questar Gas.  421 

•  Gross margin (QGC Exhibit 4.4, Page 4), measured as the system average 422 

rate net of purchased gas cost, is also an indicator of the relatively low unit 423 
                                                 
3   An average of the various ranks is used, rather than a sum, to accommodate the fact that some companies do 

not have an individual metric available in particular years. 
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costs at which Questar Gas serves its customers.  Questar Gas ranks 4th in 424 

this metric.  425 

Q. Have you looked at how significantly the Wexpro contract affected Questar 426 

Gas’ overall performance?  427 

A. I have.  In an effort to isolate and remove its influence on the results of the 428 

benchmarking, I reviewed overall the merit order rankings excluding those values 429 

that are influenced by Wexpro.   Specifically, I excluded: 430 

• System Average Rate,  431 

• Residential Average Rate, 432 

• Purchased Gas Cost, and 433 

• Gross Margin. 434 

With the effect of those metrics excluded from all companies, Questar Gas’ 435 

average rank is 5.2, and it still ranks first in the comparables group across all the 436 

remaining categories.  This indicates that the beneficial impact of Wexpro, while 437 

material, is not a defining element of Questar Gas’ benchmarking results.  Rather 438 

the Company’s competitive position is the result of broad operational and 439 

financial efficiencies. 440 

Q. Is Questar Gas’ number 1 ranking with and without consideration of 441 

Wexpro’s benefits the product of any single achievement by Questar Gas?  442 

A. No.  Questar Gas’ No. 1 position stems from strong performance in nearly all of 443 

the areas I have studied.  Questar Gas is a top performer in several categories of 444 

controllable expense, including customer expenses, uncollectible expenses, and 445 

distribution O&M costs, and displays significant efficiency in staffing levels, 446 

employee compensation, and the cost of new customer connections.  Questar Gas’ 447 

average rank for 2006 is far ahead of the second and third best performers, and 448 

has shown sustained improvement since Questar Gas’ last rate case in 2002.  449 

 As discussed earlier, Questar Gas’ performance is especially impressive when 450 

viewed in light of the situational assessment, which showed that it faces some of 451 
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the most challenging market conditions of any of the companies in the 452 

comparables group. 453 

Q. Are there other specific metrics that warrant particular attention and 454 

discussion?  455 

A. Yes, some of the data elements underlying various metrics appeared to have 456 

anomalies.  For example, distribution operations and distributions maintenance 457 

expenses when looked at separately, clearly indicated differences in the practices 458 

of companies in reporting these data.  Accordingly, these metrics are presented on 459 

a combined basis.  The same situation exists with regard to how companies 460 

classify customer service, customer accounting and sales expenses.  We have also 461 

combined these expenses into one metric.  Finally, it should be noted that some 462 

metrics have incomplete data, which reduces our number of valid observations.  463 

However, these anomalies affect all of the companies in the group, and do not 464 

provide any advantage for Questar Gas. 465 

Q.  Do the combined results of the merit order ranking and the situational 466 

assessment provide a complete profile of how the comparable companies 467 

“stack-up” to each other? 468 

A. Not fully. In addition to these benchmarking results, there are some customer 469 

benefits that may not be reflected in the benchmarking results.   470 

Q.  Please describe the economic benefits which you feel were not captured or 471 

quantified in the benchmarking results.  472 

A.  One such example is associated with the gas supply agreement Questar Gas has 473 

with its exploration and development affiliate, Wexpro Company.  474 

This significant supply resource dampens the price volatility for ratepayers 475 

because it is priced at cost, instead of the market price, and the level of deliveries 476 

is flexible so that it can be exercised more fully when market prices are high.  477 

While some measure of its value is reflected in benchmarked commodity prices, 478 

the option value of the contract and the value of reduced volatility are not.  It is 479 
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extremely rare in the current market for customers to have cost-based gas supplies 480 

available and the option value cannot be readily determined or benchmarked, but 481 

it is worth noting.  482 

Q.  Have you quantified the financial benefit to Questar Gas’ customers of its 483 

low-cost supply resources? 484 

A.  Yes.  I have looked at customer benefits from commodity costs in a couple of 485 

ways.   First, I note that the Company’s customers have saved approximately $1.5 486 

billion as a result of its Wexpro contract since its inception, as noted by Mr. 487 

Allred.  The table in QGC Exhibit 4.4, Page 3 depicts Questar Gas’ overall 488 

purchase gas cost with that of the comparables group.  These values reflect the 489 

purchased gas costs for all LDC’s in the comparables group, and for Questar Gas 490 

it also includes the gas costs and associated royalties for Wexpro.  In 2006 alone, 491 

Questar Gas’ gas costs averaged $6.58/Dth, compared to an average price of 492 

$8.44/Dth for the balance of the comparables group.  On that basis Questar Gas 493 

customers “saved” $1.86/Dth or $200 million compared to the average gas cost of 494 

the comparables group.4  495 

Q. Did you consider whether Questar Gas’ relative advantage could be a 496 

function of its geographic location?  497 

A.  I did.  While the data available were limited, the following table depicts Questar 498 

Gas’ average cost of gas in 2006 as compared to a few regionally proximate local 499 

distribution companies. 500 

                                                 
4 The mean purchased gas cost for the comparables group in 2005 was $8.61/Dth compared to $5.96/Dth for 

Questar Gas.  The product of the cost difference and Questar Gas’ purchased gas volume of 106,015,755 
Dth is $280.9 million. 
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Table 2 501 

Company 2006 Purchased 
Gas Cost ($/Dth)

Intermountain Gas Company $9.14
MDU Resources Group, Inc. $7.09
Public Service Company of Colorado $6.61
Questar Gas Company $6.58
Southwest Gas Corporation $9.14
Wyoming Gas Company $11.10  502 

 These data indicate that Questar Gas’ cost per Dth of gas was at the low end of 503 

the group and also that the range of prices paid by this group of companies is 504 

similar to the range paid by the comparables group in that same period.  I do not 505 

believe that Questar Gas’ relative competitiveness with the comparables group on 506 

purchased gas costs is simply the result of its geographic location. 507 

Q. Are there other examples of quantifiable benefits resulting from Questar 508 

Gas’ superior performance? 509 

A. Yes.  In general one can consider the degree to which Questar Gas charges less 510 

than the average of its comparables group to be a reflection of the value to those 511 

customers of the Company’s superior performance.  Since there can be variations 512 

in the way elements of O&M and A&G are calculated, for purposes of illustrating 513 

the quantifiable benefits I have simply relied on these broad categories of expense 514 

on a per dekatherm basis. 515 

Table 35 516 

Average of Comps 
Group Questar Gas Company Savings Based on Questar 

Volume (millions)

Distribution O&M $ 0.36 / Dth $ 0.32 / Dth $5.0
Administrative and General $ 0.48 / Dth $ 0.29 / Dth $26.6
Sales, Cust. Accts, Cust. Service $ 0.31 / Dth $ 0.21 / Dth $14.3
Total $ 1.15 / Dth $ 0.82 / Dth $45.9

2006 Operating Expenses per Dekatherm of Throughput

 517 

                                                 
5 These values are from the Distribution Expenses portion of the various LDCs’ filings. A&G is not included 

as part of O&M in those filings.  
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 This $45.9 million represents a portion of the savings to customers in 2006 518 

compared to average performance among similarly sized LDC’s. 519 

Q. Is there any way of calculating the overall savings to customers of Questar 520 

Gas’ superior performance across the various economic metrics?  521 

A.  On a macro level, yes. Ultimately, the all-in effect of Questar Gas’ various 522 

efficiencies is reflected across the board in its system average sales cost per Dth.  523 

As indicated in QGC Exhibit 4.4, Page 1 for 2006 Questar Gas system average 524 

sales rate was $9.55/Dth compared with a mean value for the comparables group 525 

of $12.36/Dth.  The product of that price differential and the total sales volume 526 

for Questar Gas, yields a “savings” to Questar Gas customers compared to the 527 

comparables group of approximately $301 million6 in 2006 alone.  528 

Q. Are there any sensitivities associated with the benchmarking analysis you 529 

wish to point out? 530 

A.  There are some points which the Public Service Commission of Utah 531 

(Commission) should be aware of in judging these results.  In looking at 532 

economic efficiencies it is easy to assume that the companies represented in the 533 

data set are all equivalent in terms of safety, customer satisfaction and other 534 

important operational standards, but that is not always the case.  It is important to 535 

note that Questar Gas has achieved this top economic performance without 536 

sacrificing, and in fact while improving reliability and customer satisfaction.  537 

Productivity metrics assume a constant level of service quality is achieved.  If 538 

service levels are improving they may well have appropriate attendant costs 539 

associated with those improvements but the data illustrates only the cost impact 540 

not the off-setting service improvement.   541 

 I have provided, in QGC Exhibit 4.6 a series of graphs depicting Questar Gas’ 542 

performance for the study period on each of the metrics as compared with the 543 

                                                 
6  The commodity savings of $199 million and operating expense savings of $45.9 million do not capture all 

operating savings for the Company’s customers.  For example, savings from lower levels of depreciation, rate 
base and taxes are not captured in the individual cost categories. 
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comparables group.  Generally these depict a trend of improving performance for 544 

Questar Gas relative to the rest of the group.  545 

V.   CORPORATE PERFORMANCE 546 

Q. Why are you looking beyond the metrics presented in your benchmarking 547 

study? 548 

A. Quite simply because low cost is not the only, or even perhaps most important, 549 

objective of utility service.  Critically important aspects of utility performance are 550 

not ascertainable when reviewed with the type of benchmarking provided above.  551 

Generally these other measures fall into two categories: public benefits and 552 

responsiveness to policy objectives.  In terms of public benefits, key performance 553 

indicators include safety and customer satisfaction as reflected in Utah Code 54-554 

3-1 where it calls for utility service to “promote safety, health, comfort and 555 

convenience” of its customers.  In addition, resource stewardship is called for in 556 

that same statute insofar as it includes “reducing periodic demands” and 557 

“encouraging conservation of resources and energy.”   558 

Q. What evidence have you seen, outside of the benchmarked results, to indicate 559 

Questar Gas is meeting these goals? 560 

A. There are a number of indicators of on-going commitment to meeting the array of 561 

responsibilities placed on Questar Gas.  As the benchmarking results show, the 562 

Company is a top-performer in terms of economic value and efficiency and has 563 

been improving its performance over the past five years.  This has been achieved 564 

through attention to operational improvement, while maintaining customer service 565 

and implementing various efficiency programs.   566 

Q.  What specific operational improvement programs has the Company 567 

undertaken?  568 

A. The following is a summary of recent operational improvement programs that 569 

Questar Gas has undertaken that reflect its focus and commitment to service and 570 

meeting customer needs: 571 
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• Operations Classifications:  Beginning in 2002, Questar Gas combined 572 

the areas of construction and technical service.  This effort enabled 573 

Questar Gas employees to perform multiple tasks during peak times.  574 

This program has resulted in improved ability to meet the peak 575 

demands of the construction and technical service areas, while 576 

maintaining a favorable customer/employee ratio.   577 

• Ask-A-Tech:  This on-going program allows customers to contact a 578 

service technician who can assist them over the phone with minor 579 

natural gas issues.  This reduces the number of service calls, 580 

minimizes waiting time for customers, and reduces costs.  This service 581 

is one of the highest rated services from customers.  582 

• Meter Turn-Ons:   Rolled-out in 2002, this Questar Gas program offers 583 

its customers the option of contracting with an HVAC contractor or 584 

turning on their appliances themselves. Customers can then, at their 585 

convenience, turn the gas on to their home.  586 

• Automated Meter Reading: Completed in 2006, Questar Gas 587 

successfully implemented an automated meter reading system that has 588 

significantly reduced the use of estimated bills, the number of billing 589 

and meter reading employees, and increased safety and customer 590 

satisfaction.  591 

• Customer Account Issue Management: Over the past several years, 592 

Questar Gas has implemented a series of programs to improve 593 

management of customer account and billing issues.  These programs 594 

include, 1) outsourced credit card payments that result in a reduction 595 

of needed staff and increased customer satisfaction by allowing a more 596 

flexible bill paying option; 2) interactive voice response system that 597 

allows for a self-help call-in system for customers with account 598 

questions and has resulted in reduced call volume and improved 599 
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customer satisfaction; 3) automated collection process that 600 

automatically notifies customers of payment delinquencies, resulting 601 

in time savings for Questar Gas staff and improved response rates 602 

from delinquent customers; and 4) improved collection procedures, 603 

using an incentive-based collection system that has reduced the 604 

number of write-offs of unpaid bills. 605 

While it is difficult to specify the benefits of each of these programs, the overall 606 

cost effectiveness of the Company and its customer satisfaction ratings reflect the 607 

value of Questar Gas’ efforts.  608 

Q. What specific conservation and energy efficiency programs has the Company 609 

undertaken?  610 

A. Subsequent to the approval of the Conservation Enabling Tariff (CET), the 611 

Company launched and implemented a comprehensive and cost effective energy 612 

efficiency initiative, including: a suite of rebate programs targeting residential and 613 

commercial GS customers, a detailed residential home energy audit program, 614 

increased funding for low-income weatherization and a multi-media market 615 

transformation campaign directed at changing customer and market behavior 616 

through energy efficiency and conservation education and awareness.  This 617 

initiative has seen tremendous success since its launch in March 2007.  Based on 618 

just the customer participation to date alone, the cost effective long-term natural 619 

gas savings attributed to these efforts will be substantial.  From every perspective, 620 

the Company’s efforts to date have exceeded expectations.  Moreover, the 621 

Company is continuing to expand its efforts with the recently approved 2008 622 

demand side management (DSM) budget that includes a projected annual increase 623 

in natural gas savings of 55% over 2007 levels.  During the 2002-2006 study 624 

period, Questar Gas’ use per residential customer has declined by 32%, almost 625 

twice as much as the 12.4% experienced by the rest of the comparables group.  626 

Questar Gas’ energy efficiency programs have the potential to drive further 627 

reductions in usage-per-customer. 628 
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VI.   REGULATORY CONSTRUCT AND POLICY REVIEW 629 

Q. What options does the Utah Public Service Commission have for recognizing 630 

superior utility performance? 631 

A. Rate regulation generally does not allow a regulated utility to recover more than 632 

its costs, including a reasonable return.  Therefore, where utility performance has 633 

been highly successful in keeping costs low, it is generally not considered 634 

appropriate to set rates that include recovery of any more than the actual costs. 635 

However, it is widely recognized that regulators have significant latitude in 636 

establishing the appropriate level of return to be included in rates.  As discussed 637 

later in this testimony, the allowed level of return often reflects the regulator’s 638 

judgment on how efficient and effective the utility has been in producing 639 

customer benefits and meeting regulatory objectives.  This is appropriate and 640 

should be the means by which the Commission addresses the performance of 641 

Questar Gas.  642 

Q. Is it consistent with the public interest to authorize an ROE that is at the 643 

upper portion  of the range of a “reasonable” rate of return?  644 

A. Yes.  First, a reasonable rate of return is almost never a single number or 645 

mathematically precise result.  It is best thought of as being a range of reasonable 646 

values, with many judgmental elements that go into determining the final value to 647 

be incorporated into rates.  The public interest is achieved as long as the allowed 648 

rate does not either, 1) put the allowable rate of return outside of a reasonable 649 

range, or 2) increase or decrease the total revenue requirement by more than the 650 

cost consequences of the utility’s actions.  651 

Q. Have you considered the regulatory policy implications of this Commission 652 

reflecting Questar Gas’ management performance in the return on equity it 653 

establishes? 654 

A. Yes.  I believe there are a number of bases on which to establish such a finding, 655 

which include historic precedent, consistency with current policy and consistency 656 

with the public interest. 657 
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Q. What precedent did you discover? 658 

A. The judicial underpinnings of such an adjustment extend back at least to 1923 in 659 

the Supreme Court’s decision in Bluefield Water Works (262 U.S. 679).  Many 660 

public utility commission orders reference that case in the context of setting rates 661 

of return giving due consideration to a company’s efficiency.  In a number of 662 

cases from the late 1970’s to the mid – 1990’s, commissions reviewed utility 663 

efficiency and either explicitly or implicitly reflected that in setting an allowed 664 

rate of return.   665 

Q.  Did you find similar cases in other jurisdictions? 666 

A. Yes, I did.  These included Iowa, New Mexico, Rhode Island and Utah. 667 

Q. Please describe the regulatory context of the Iowa precedent.  668 

A. The specific order I reviewed was from 1992, deciding a MidWest Gas rate case.  669 

In that case, the board explicitly awarded the company 50 basis points in its 670 

allowed return on equity in recognition of superior management efficiency and 671 

benefit to ratepayers.  The board noted in its order the Iowa statutory provision 672 

(Iowa Code §476.52 (1991)), which allows the board if it “determines in the 673 

course of a proceeding … that a utility is operating in such an extraordinarily 674 

efficient manner that tangible financial benefits result to the ratepayer, the board 675 

may increase the level of profit or adjust the revenue requirement for the utility.”  676 

 The order goes on to note some of the factors the board considers when making 677 

adjustments to a utility’s return of equity.  678 

 In its final determination, the board did adjust the Midwest Gas ROE: 679 

 Board adjusts the cost of common equity upward by 50 basis points, 680 
finding that consistently superior service, beneficial corporate 681 
restructuring, and investment in a pipeline interconnection stemmed from 682 
extraordinary management efficiency and resulted in tangible financial 683 
benefit to ratepayers.7  684 

                                                 
7  Iowa Utilities Board, May 15, 1992.  Re Midwest Gas, a Division of Iowa Public Service Company, Docket 

No. RPU-91-5. 
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Q. Please describe the New Mexico cases you mentioned. 685 

A. In the context of a general rate case, the New Mexico Public Service Commission, 686 

in 1978, awarded Southwestern Public Service Company “an extra” 50 basis 687 

points in setting its ROE in part as a means of recognizing “the efficiency and 688 

prudence” of company actions while keeping its costs competitive.   The order 689 

stated:  690 

 The Commission believes that regulatory incentives should be provided 691 
for efficient management.  Such incentives need not always be punitive.  692 
In an instance where a utility management’s activities have resulted in the 693 
development of farsighted utility planning at minimal costs to the 694 
ratepayers, positive incentives are warranted and will ultimately accrue to 695 
the benefit of the ratepayer.8 696 

Q. What was the context for the Rhode Island decision that you reviewed? 697 

A. In the case of Rhode Island, that Commission, as part of a general rate case for 698 

Narragansett Electric Company, took note of corporate performance in setting 699 

ROE.  The Commission noted, “In establishing a reasonable return from within a 700 

range, the commission has in the past given consideration to the service record of 701 

the company and the general attitude of management in meeting its public service 702 

obligations.” 9  On that basis, the Commission set the ROE at the higher end of 703 

the reasonable range. 704 

In recognition of the company’s performance the Commission finds the 705 
fair rate of return to be 13.75 which is the upper end of the range proposed 706 
…10 707 

Q. Did you find any similar cases in Utah? 708 

A. My research turned up two particular cases in which the Utah Commission noted 709 

that various elements of utility performance warranted recognition in setting the 710 

ROE for a company.  Specifically, a 1990 order, in a Utah Power and Light 711 

general rate case, the Utah Commission noted: 712 
                                                 
8  New Mexico Public Service Commission, December 5, 1978.  Re Southwestern Public Service Company, 

Case No. 1435. 
9  Rhode Island Public Utilities Commission, November 8, 1980.  Re Narragansett Electric Company, Docket 

No. 1499. 
10 IBID. 
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We recognize that management performance is an appropriate factor for 713 
the Commission to consider in setting the return on equity within a 714 
reasonable range”11 715 

Later, in a 1995 case for Mountain Fuel Supply Company, the Commission 716 

echoed that perspective: 717 

The Commission agrees that the Company’s gas procurement performance 718 
merits recognition and is a factor contributing to the stipulated return-on-719 
rate base.12 720 

Q. In a number of these cases commissions provided a defined award of 721 

incremental basis points to reflect specific actions.  Are you suggesting a 722 

similar approach? 723 

A. No.  It is difficult to ascribe a specific basis point value to particular company 724 

actions.  However the benchmarking analysis demonstrates that in many areas of 725 

controllable expenses Questar Gas is a top performer. This improvement in 726 

performance over time is depicted in QGC Exhibit 4.6, Pages 1 through 10. A 727 

historical review shows those metrics have improved in recent years and my 728 

discussions with the Company confirm that that improvement is the result of 729 

specific actions by Questar Gas, some of which are listed above.  730 

Q. Are there more recent examples of regulators recognizing management 731 

performance? 732 

A. Yes.  At both the state and federal level, regulators offer various mechanisms to 733 

financially reward utilities for meeting various performance, efficiency and policy 734 

objectives.  These include the FERC’s incentive return on equity to entice critical 735 

electric transmission investment, and numerous state level programs.   736 

Q. Do these programs offer only upward adjustments to return on equity? 737 

                                                 
11  Public Service Commission of Utah, Februrary 9, 1990.  Re Utah Power and Light Company, Docket No. 

89-035-10. 
12 Public Service Commission of Utah, October 17, 1995.  Re Mountain Fuel Supply Company, Docket No. 95-

057-02. 
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A. No.  While some programs, such as the FERC transmission adder, are simply that, 738 

an adder, at the state level many commissions have adopted symmetrical 739 

mechanisms to provide a financial incentive to companies to meet specific targets. 740 

Q. How do those programs compare with Questar Gas’ request in this 741 

proceeding? 742 

A. Generally, they are more complex.  The Company has not proposed an incentive 743 

ratemaking process, such as a revenue-sharing mechanism, but rather it is merely 744 

requesting that its past strong economic efficiency performance and strong 745 

customer satisfaction indices be recognized by the Commission in setting a ROE 746 

at the top end of the reasonable range defined by the proxy group.   747 

Q. Do you consider it to be the job of a utility to provide efficient and cost 748 

effective service while maintaining customer satisfaction and providing 749 

reliable service? 750 

A. Yes, that is part of each utility’s public service obligation. 751 

Q. Why then should any regulated utility company receive “recognition” for 752 

meeting its public service obligation? 753 

A.  Just as there are a range of acceptable values to set ROE for a particular company, 754 

there is a range of acceptable utility performance.  As long as a utility operates 755 

within that range of reasonable results, it has discharged its public service 756 

obligation. Utility commissions have the latitude to recognize and reward better 757 

than average performance, although such rewards should not exceed the value of 758 

this performance to customers.  In particular, in this instance the benefits to 759 

customers, measured in the hundreds of millions of dollars, far exceed the cost 760 

impact of setting the allowed return on equity at the high end of the reasonable 761 

range.  While I am not suggesting any particular incremental adjustment to ROE, 762 

the following table indicates the annual cost to customers of various increments in 763 

ROE, assuming a rate base of $616 million and an equity ratio of 52.3%.  764 
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Table 4 765 
ROE Increment Annual Cost  

(millions) 
15 basis points $0.78 
25 basis points $1.30 
50 basis points $2.60 
60 basis points $3.12 

 766 

Clearly the economic effect of establishing an authorized ROE at the higher end 767 

of the range is a mere fraction of the benefits that customers enjoy as a result of 768 

Questar Gas’ success in achieving economic efficiency.  769 

 It is the challenge of each regulator to find the right balance between customers’ 770 

needs for reliable service at just and reasonable rates and the financial needs of 771 

the utilities that provide that service.  One element of that challenge is 772 

appropriately considering a utility’s performance, the benefits that performance 773 

provides to customers and recognizing the value of that superior service. 774 

Q.  Does it skew the balance between customers and investors to reward strong 775 

performance? 776 

A.  Absolutely not, particularly when the “reward” is merely within the range of 777 

reasonable rate setting options.  Questar Gas is not requesting treatment outside 778 

the norm, as described by Mr. Hevert. 779 

VII.   CONCLUSION 780 

Q.  Would you please summarize your testimony? 781 

A. Yes.  Questar Gas has demonstrably superior performance in many areas of 782 

economic efficiency, which provide customers significant savings as compared 783 

with average performance.  These benefits are the result of focused efforts by the 784 

Company and are enhanced by Questar Gas’ strong customer service record. 785 
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 The trend in improvement can be seen in the Company moving up in the 786 

efficiency benchmarking results from 2002 to 2006; it now ranks as the best 787 

overall performer in my benchmarking group.  788 

 It is well within the purview of this Commission, on the basis of the quantifiable 789 

benefits the Company has already achieved and provided to customers, to support 790 

a ROE at the top end of the reasonable range established by Mr. Hevert.    It is 791 

consistent with both cost-based regulations and the long-standing latitude of 792 

regulators to recognize low-cost efficient service in setting a compensatory return. 793 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 794 

A. Yes, it does. 795 
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